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Background: Tuberous sclerosis complex (TSC) is an autosomal dominant disorder
caused by mutations in either of two genes, TSC1 and TSC2. Autosomal dominant
polycystic kidney disease (ADPKD) is caused by mutations in either PKD1 or PKD2.
TSC2 lies immediately adjacent to PKD1 and large heterozygous deletions can result in
the TSC2/PKD1 contiguous gene syndrome (PKDTS). PKDTS has been identified in
patients with TSC and early-onset severe ADPKD. However, genetic diagnosis with
conventional methods proved to be difficult because its genetic aberrations are large
monoallelic mutations. Methods: In the study presented here, we used both multiplex
ligation-dependent probe amplification (MLPA) and array comparative genomic
hybridization (array-CGH) for four PKDTS patients. Results: We were able to detect
large heterozygous deletions including TSC2 and PKD1 by both of MLPA and
array-CGH in all four patients. And in two patients, array-CGH identified relatively
large genomic aberrations (RAB26, NTHL1, etc.), that extended outside of TSC2 or
PKD1. Conclusion: The identical results obtained with these two completely different
methods show that both constitute highly reliable strategies. Only a few studies have
determined the breakpoints of large deletions in this disease and ours is the first to have
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identified the breakpoints by using array-CGH. We suggest that these methods are not
only useful for the diagnosis of PKDTS but also for elucidation of its molecular
mechanism.
INTRODUCTION
Tuberous sclerosis complex (TSC, MIM#191100) is an autosomal dominant
neurocutaneous disorder characterized by hamartomatous growth abnormalities in multiple
organ systems, including brain, skin, heart, lungs, and kidneys. Two genes, TSC1 and TSC2,
have been identified as responsible for TSC. It has been reported that the abnormality of
TSC2 occurs 4-5 times more often than that of TSC1 in sporadic patients (8,15,23). Both
TSC1 and TSC2 are tumor suppressor genes. Because heterozygous deletion has been
identified in hamartoma-related lesions, it has been suggested that malignant transformation
occurs as a result of the continued mutation of two hits occurring in both alleles (3,13,14).
Kidney complications such as angiomyolipoma are found in 75-80% of TSC patients (11),
and renal cysts (which are single in many patients) in one-third of these patients. The onset
of renal cysts occurs in the second decade, which is later than for other TSC complications
(19).
Autosomal dominant polycystic kidney (ADPKD, MIM#173900) is a disease
characterized by progressive bilateral renal cysts and is sometimes complicated with liver
cysts and intracranial aneurysms. The age at which clinical manifestations such as renal
failure or hypertension occur varies. Renal function remains intact until the third or fourth
decade of life of most patients, while the precise age for onset of renal cysts remains
unknown. Early onset of symptoms is a risk factor for progressive renal disease, but children
presenting with the disease in the first or second year of life usually do not progress rapidly
to end-stage renal failure (12,26). ADPKD is genetically heterogeneous with two genes
identified so far, PKD1 and PKD2. The genetic aberration of PKD1 gene has reportedly been
found in 85% of patients (17,21), and 2-3% of PKD1 mutations are large deletions that
remove between one and several exons (2,14,29).
The PKD1 gene is found 60bp downstream of TSC2 in a tail-to-tail orientation. Large
PKD1 deletions that also disrupt the adjacent TSC2 result in the TSC2/PKD1 contiguous
gene syndrome (PKDTS, MIM#600273). PKDTS, identified by Brook-Carter et al. in 1994
in TSC patients with severe infantile PKD, results in disruption of both the TSC2 and PKD1
genes (4). This finding made it clear that kidney symptoms are very severe in PKDTS and in
some subsequent studies genetic diagnosis of PKDTS was performed by using the FISH
method or quantitative real-time PCR (2,4,5,9,18,20).
Recently, multiplex ligation dependent probe assay (MLPA) and array comparative
genomic hybridization (array-CGH) methods have been used to identify many aspects of
widespread deletions/duplications known as copy number variations (CNVs) (16,24,25). In
this report, we identified widespread heterozygous deletions including TSC2 and PKD1 by
the MLPA and array-CGH in four PKDTS patients. Also, we examined the
genotype-phenotype correlations in this disease including previously reported patients with
clarified breakpoints of the large deletions.
METHODS
Patients Report
We studied four unrelated patients with tuberous sclerosis and multiple bilateral renal
cysts (Table. I). All four patients fulfilled the definitive criteria for TSC in infancy, and at the
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same time had been diagnosed as PKD. All patients except patient 3 show intractable
epilepsy and mental retardation. Patient 4 shows renal dysfunction (CKD stage 3). At present,
the complications for ADPKD (liver cysts and intracranial aneurysm) have not been found in
all patients.
This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of Kobe University Graduate
School of Medicine and consent for this study was obtained from the patients’ parents.
Molecular analysis
Genomic DNA was extracted and purified from peripheral leukocytes in whole-blood
samples by means of a QIAamp DNA blood kit (QIAGEN, Tokyo, Japan). Probable
identified deletions were confirmed with multiple ligation-dependent probe amplification
(MLPA) assays using an MLPA kit (SALSA MLPA P046-B2 TSC2, Lot 0508;
MCR-Holland, Amsterdam, The Netherlands) (www.mlpa.com), which contains probes for
32 of the 41 exons of TSC2. In addition, the MLPA kit contains one probe for exon 46 of the
PKD1 gene next to TSC2 and eight reference probes for sequences located on other
chromosomes. With this kit, heterozygous deletions of probe recognition sequences should
yield a 35-50% reduction in the relative peak area of the amplification product of that probe.
MLPA was performed as per the general directions provided by MRC-Holland.
We subsequently performed array-CGH analysis to identify the boundaries of the deleted
region involving TSC2 and PKD1. For array-CGH, we used SurePrint G3 Human CNV
Microarray Kit 2x400K (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA), consisting of 450,288
probes. Array-CGH experiments were performed according to the manufacturer's
instructions. Only the range from 1.7Mb to 2.44Mb of chromosome 16p13.3 is shown, where
TSC2, PKD1, and flanking genes are located.
Clinical presentation of this disease
To investigate genotype-phenotype correlations, we searched the entire previous
literature for patients whose clinical manifestations and genomic deletion ranges were
described in detail. We found only 11 patients (in six reports (2,9,118,20,15,28)) whose
findings, including deletion breakpoints and precise clinical features, were described in
sufficient detail. We then added data for these 11 patients to those for our four patients and
listed them in Table 2. Although the genomic analytical methods used for these previous
studies varied, the deletion ranges were identified, do that we could compare these reported
genomic aberrations with the clinical features.
RESULTS
MLPA analysis
The results of the TSC2 analysis by MLPA are shown in Figure 1. When the ratio drops
from 0.5 to 0.65, it means that the genomic copy number is reduced by half, thus indicating
heterozygous deletions. MLPA showed large heterozygous deletions of the TSC2 gene in all
patients: exons 30-41 in patient 1, all TSC2 exons in patient 2, exons 33-41 in patient 3, and
exons 25-41 in patient 4 (Fig. 1). All patients showed heterozygous deletions of PKD1 exon
46 downstream of TSC2. These findings led to a diagnosis of PKDTS for all four patients.
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Figure 1.

MLPA analysis MLPA data for TSC2 and PKD1 is indicated, with details of specific
probes. Gray bars show reductions by half of genomic quantity, it means heterozygous
deletions.

Array-CGH analysis
Array-CGH for the 16p13.3 locus (Fig. 2) detected reduction by half of the genomic copy
number of TSC2 and PKD1 and large heterozygous deletions in all patients. The
heterozygous deletion ranges for TSC2 agree with the results obtained with MLPA. In patient
2, not only were large heterozygous deletions of TSC2 detected but also reduction in the
genome copy number of NTHL1 and SLC9A3R2 which are upstream and adjacent genes. As
for PKD, heterozygous deletions of PKD1 were also identified in all patients. Patients 1 and
3 showed complete PKD1 gene deletions, and patients 2 and 4 partial heterozygous deletions
of PKD1. Furthermore, in patient 1 we detected a reduction in the genomic copy number of
the gene region (RAB26, TRAF7, CASKIN1) which is downstream from PKD1.
Clinical presentation
Clinical features and genomic aberrations are summarized in Table 1. We also examined
the potential associations between various aspects of clinical phenotype and extent of
deletion in TSC2, PKD1, and other genomic regions, including those of the 11 patients found
in the previous literature (Table 2), whose genomic aberrations were identified by various
methods (Southern blot, FISH, quantitative PCR, and MLPA (2,9,118,20,15,28). Our
investigation found few patients showing liver cysts or intracranial aneurysms. However,
there were no genotype-phenotype correlations for this disease as were previously reported
for neurological and renal symptoms.
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Figure 2. Array comparative genomic hybridization (array-CGH) analysis
Array-CGH data for 16p13.3 is indicated. Gray bars show the range of heterozygous
deletions. Upper map shows the positions of TSC2, PKD1, and flanking genes in 16p13.3.
Table.I Comparison between clinical feature and genetic aberration in our four patients

Patient No
Current age (years)
Diagnosis age of TSC
(months)
Epilepsy control
Mental retardation
Diagnosis age of PKD
(months)
Estimated GFR
(ml/min/173.2m2)
Stage of chronic renal
disease
Liver cysts
Intracranical aneurysms
TSC2 deletions
(exon No)
PKD1 deletions

1
7

2
4

3
3

4
17

24

2

0

2

intractable
moderate

intractable
severe

good
borderline

intractable
severe

24

3

8

2

113.9

95.3

85.9

33.3

1

1

2

3

-

-

-

-

30-41

all

33-41

25-41

all

partial

all

partial

TSC=tuberous sclerosis
PKD=polycystic kidney disease
GFR= glomerular filtration rate
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E6

NR

NR

DISCUSSION

NR

＋

＋

at birth

2mo

3yr

17yr

TSC

severe

severe

moderate

borderline

NR

＋

NR

mild

-

NR

-

moderate

＋

NR

moderate

Mental
retardation

＋

＋

＋

＋

NR

NR

NR

NR

＋

＋

＋

NR

＋

NR

＋

Endocranial
lesion

-

-

-

-

NR

NR

NR

NR

＋

NR

＋

NR

＋

＋

NR

Renal
angiomyolipom
a

unknown

8mo

3mo

2yr

5yr

2yr

12yr

31yr

20yr

3m

-

44yr

19yr

34yr

12yr

Age of
diagnosis

NR
NR

44yr

renal failure
(42yr)
renal failure
(19yr)
renal failure
(46yr)

stage3 CRD

stage2 CRD

stage1 CRD

stage1 CRD

normal

-

-

-

-

NR

NR

NR

nephrectomy
(30y)
hypertention

NR

＋

-

nephrectomy
(33y)

normal
nephrectomy
(35y)

＋

＋

renal failure
(28yr)

NR

Liver cysts

Prognosis

PKD

-

-

-

-

NR

NR

NR

NR

-

-

-

NR

NR

NR

＋

Intracranial
aneurysms

18.0kb

54.9kb

58.0kb

129.8kb

100-120kb

>240kb

141kb

280kb

260kb

175kb

175kb

size

all

all

all

all

all

all

all

all

all

TSC2

exon 25-41

exon 33-41

all

exon 30-41

exon41

exon30-41

*: The exact deletion range is unknown, but the deletion is very extensive from upstream of TSC todownstream of PKD1
TSC: tuberous sclerosis
PKD: polycystic kidney disease
NR: not reported
FISH: fluorescence in situ hybridization
qPCR: quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction
MLPA: multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification
array-CGH: array comparative genomic hybridization

＋

＋

2mo

4yr

＋

NR

2yr

NR

NR

＋

7yr

NR

NR

NR

NR

20yr

death (42yr)

-

+

+

-

NR

death (46yr)

13yr

+

4yr

34yr

3mo

NR

NR

death (47yr)

3yr

+

12yr

30yr

26yr

Epilepsy

Age of
diagnosis

Age at
reported

Table 2. Presentation of patients with PKDTS

partial

all

partial

all

partial
（exon23-46)
partial
（exon34-46)

partial

all

all

all

partial

all

all

partial

partial

PKD1

MLPA

MLPA

MLPA

MLPA

qPCR

FISH

FISH

FISH

Southern blot

Southern blot

Southern blot

Methods

RAB26,TRAF7
MLPA, array,CASKIN1,GB
CGH
L,C1 6orf79
NTHL1,
MLPA, arraySLC9A3R2
CGH
MLPA, arrayCGH
MLPA, arrayCGH

-

-

NTHL1,RAB26
,SNORD60,TR
AF7,CASKIN,
RNPS1
NTHL1,SLC9A
3R2
unknown *
RAB26,TRAF7
,CASKIN1
NTHL1,SLC9A
3R2,ZNF598,T
BL3,RFN151
NTHL1,SLC9A
3R2,ZNF598

unknown *

NTHL1,
SLC9A3R2,
NPW
NTHL1,
SLC9A3R2,
NPW

LOH of other
genes

genomic aberration

Patient 4

Patient 3

Patient 2

Patient 1

[25]

[25]

[25]

[25]

[2]

[18]

[28]

[9]

[20]

[20]

[20]
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In this study, we were able to diagnose PKDTS by means of MLPA and array-CGH in all
four of our patients. MLPA was able to detect the genomic aberration of TSC2 by exon unit.
By using the same MLPA kit as employed in our study, Kozlowski et al. identified patients
as PKDTS (7,16,17). Furthermore, Kozlowski et al. and Consugar et al. conducted analysis
using custom made kits (7,17). They could successfully detect copy number losses in several
patients with PKDTS. In their studies, they also identified other deletion genes by using their
original probes, though this MLPA is able to examine only exon 46 as for PKD1. Therefore
we conclude that this MLPA facilitates the diagnosis of PKDTS, but is not suitable for the
identification of the deletion range.
We also performed array-CGH analysis in this study to detect deletional breakpoints and
ours is the first report of the successful identification of the breakpoints using array-CGH for
PKDTS. Array-CGH is able to identify the boundaries of the changes in genome copy
numbers although MLPA analysis could detect relatively narrow area and usually miss the
boundaries of the large rearrangement. Indeed, in two patients in our study, array-CGH
identified relatively large genomic aberrations (RAB26, NTHL1, etc.), that extended outside
of TSC2 or PKD1.
We also examined genotype-phenotype correlations between the deletion range of TSC2
and PKD1 and their clinical severities for the 15 patients (Table 2) (2,9,118,20,15,28).
However, neither TSC nor PKD showed any correlation between clinical features and clearly
identified deletion range. PKDTS did not influence the severity of the symptoms of TSC
except its renal complications, including those previously reported. Some authors previously
reported the possibility that severity of epilepsy is associated with somatic mosaic deletions
(7,16,22), and that patients with such deletions showed milder neurological phenotypes. By
using the same MLPA kit as employed in our study, Kozlowski et al. and Consugar et al.
identified patients with mosaic deletion (7,16), indicating that this MLPA kit is also sensitive
enough for detection of mosaic deletion. Since there were no patients with somatic mosaic
deletions in our study, we could not evaluate the correlation between mosaic deletions and
clinical features. As for PKD, their onset tended to be at early age and their renal dysfunction
more severe, although few patients had liver cysts or intracranial aneurysms from an early
age. These findings demonstrate that PKDTS is associated exclusively with the severity of
kidney symptoms, and not with the severity of TSC, liver cysts, and intracranial aneurysms.
In the patients of PKDTS, only kidney findings can be enhanced by these digenic defects.
The mechanism for PKDTS is nearly unknown. As for TSC, it has been suggested that
the hamartin(TSC1)-tuberin(TSC2) and mTOR pathway is important (3,13,27). However,
because many other factors influence this pathway, the actual molecular mechanism of TSC
remains unknown. As for ADPKD, some mechanisms involving polycystin-1 (PC1, product
of PKD1) have been reported, although it is not known which of these proposed mechanisms
are critical for renal cyst formation (10,17,21). There are also reports that PC1 acts have a
direct or indirect effect on suppression of the mTOR activity (3). In a recent model mouse
study, TSC2 and PKD1 were found to act on different points of the pathway (i.e., TSC2 acts
on ciliary formation and PKD1 on sensing fluid flow), and co-activity of TSC2 and PKD1 is
associated with aggravation of the clinical course (6,13). Because hamartin, tuberin and
polycystin-1 become keys to the maintenance of cell polarity, their collapse results in
enlargement of the cysts by cytogenesis and mTOR activation (3). Although these studies
have resulted in a partial assessment of the mechanism of severe renal phenotypes in PKDTS
patient, it is still unknown why PKDTS causes aggravation only in kidney phenotypes, which
suggests that there may be other factors which influence the severity of this disease. Further
genetic and clinical studies are thus required to elucidate the mechanism of PKDTS.
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CONCLUSION
We used two new techniques, MLPA and array-CGH, for the diagnosis of PKDTS in
four TSC patients who had contracted PKD in infancy. Both methods proved to be reliable
and robust for the diagnosis of PKDTS. We also examined genotype-phenotype correlations
in our as well as in previously reported patients, but we were not able to find any definite
correlations. Other modifier genes or environmental factors may contribute to progression of
PKDTS. We established that contiguous gene deletions appear to enhance only the kidney
symptoms. The mechanism for PKD remains unclear at present. We conclude that MLPA
and array-CGH methods are useful for further large-scale investigations of PKDTS.
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